August 15, 2022
4502 Main Street
Vancouver, V5V 3R5

604-875-1881
support@bunkbedscanada.com

Futon Cover - Synergy Baltic and Black Queen
RN-GRF-SBAB-QN

$188
Plus tax and shipping

General info
Futon Cover Synergy Baltic and Black
Cover is the last piece you need to choose in order to complete your futon sofa bed set which
consists of a mattress, a frame and a futon cover. Mattress gives you comfort and frame gives
structure to yoursofa bed.
Futon cover is there to protect your mattress against wear and tear since the cover usually is made
of thick fabric. Covers usually come in many colors and patterns so they add character to your room.
Since the cover is removable and washable, it can also act as a slipcover.

Material
Most often, our futon covers are 100% polyester and sometimes they are from a blend of few
materials. Majority of our covers are thick and sofa style so you can turn your mattress into a sofa.
Polyester, for better or worse, is a very durable material. It lasts long and washes easy.
Fabric you see, we use on the top surface as well as all four sides. Back of the cover where it rests
on a futon frame is a different material and often in black cover. If you wish to have all six sides to
have the same color fabric, please let us know as we can accomodate you and it will cost a little
more to do that.
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Cleaning
We recommend dry cleaning your futon cover but you sure can wash it at home as well. Just wash it
in cold water and hang dry and do not use bleach or dryer.

As a Bed
Futon cover is generally a thick material and sleeping directly on that is not all that nice. You better
put a layer of bedding, or sheet of fabric, to make it soft and also faster clean cycle.

Assembly
We use a three-side zipper on our futon cover for easy putting it on and off your mattress. You open
the zipper all the way and open the cover similar to making a sandwich. Place your futon mattress
on one open side and then flip the other side over and close the zipper. If your mattress is heavy,
then you need to ask someone to help you.

Summary:
Zippered on three sides for easy setup and removal.
Concealed zipper for smooth, finished look.
Dry clean or cold wash and hang dry.
Top and four sides are the same color in the image you see.
Back side is Black.
6" Side is standard. Thinner futons fit looser and thicker futons fit fuller.
All sides the same color is possible upon request.

Delivery Time

Warranty

Color

Material

2-3 Weeks

1 year

Blue

Polyester Cotton Blend

Shipping Dimensions
Length
Width
Height
Weight
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